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Planning = Success

The key to having a successful party is planning. I know that word fills many a mom with fear, but believe me, I 
know what I’m talking about! 

Having planned and executed an insane amount of parties and events, from huge university bashes with over a 
thousand attendees to back to back ESL student class parties.

Running 5 kids parties back to back, with kids who don’t really speak your language, means that you have to 
keep things simple to understand, quick to put together and of course FUN!   

This is a collection of my tried and tested, well loved and easy to do pack of Halloween party games! Some 
require a few bits of equipment, some I have provided a printable, so just print and go.

I personally find Disney Princesses quite terrifying, which is why you won’t find any of that cutesy Halloween 
stuff in here! Sorry, not sorry.

Most of these games are adaptable to the age of the guests, if you are having an adults party, adding alcohol 
will make for amusing results (play at your own risk!).

Have a spooktactular Halloween and don’t forget to tag me (@jojoebi) in your photos on social media!

Jo xxx
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1. Party Game - ha ha ha...
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Witches Hat Hoopla

What You Need:

★ 3 - 5 witches hats (alternative would be to use pumpkins)
★ Glow sticks - the type you can bend to make into hoops

How To Play

Place the witches hats out somewhere suitable - think about what is behind them, you don’t want the 
hoops disappearing behind the fridge etc.
Decide on the prize - a candy for each hat hooped for example, or maybe give the hats a score and 
the combined score wins a specific prize.
Take it in turns to throw the hoops over the hats.

*If you are using this as a teaching game, add letters or vocab cards to the hats or for maths practice, 
numbers.

http://www.jojoebi.com
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2. Party Games ha ha ha...
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Pumpkin Bowling

What You Need:

★ Bowling ball sized Pumpkin - cut 3 holes into it, like a bowling ball
★ 6 plastic (PET) bottles - fill with green water and draw monster faces on the front for added effect or 

use 6 toilet rolls and draw ghost faces on the front
★ Clear an area for the bowling lane

How To Play

If you are using bottles, set them up like traditional bowling, one at the front, then a row of two and a 
row of three at the back. 
If you are using the toilet rolls stack them up, three at the bottom, then two and one at the top.
Play like you would regular bowling or use some alternative rules:
★ Strike wins a prize
★ Miss means a penalty
★ Number of pins knocked down = number of candy you win

http://www.jojoebi.com
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3. Party Games ha ha ha...
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Ghost racing

What You Need:

★ ½ sheet of printer paper per player
★ Pens
★ Scissors
★ Drinking straws - one per player
★ Masking tape

How To Play

Each player drawer a ghost on their piece of paper and cuts it out.
Give each player a drinking straw
Decide on the start and goal positions - easy way is start  at one end of the room and end at the other 
end, using masking tape for the goal. The more difficult version is to go around a table or make a 
whole course up!
Players must use the straw to get their ghost from the start to the goal.

http://www.jojoebi.com
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4. Party Games ha ha ha...
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Pin The Spider On The Web

What You Need:

★ Large sheet of paper (or use a whiteboard/blackboard) - draw a BIG spider web on it
★ Spiders for each player (print out the next page or draw your own)
★ Pens/crayons
★ Double sided sticky tape or blutac
★ Blindfold

How To Play

This is a spin off of  the pin the tail on the donkey game
Each player colours in and writes their name on a spider
Add a piece of double sided tape or blu tack to the back of the spider
Blindfold each player in turn, spin them around three times then they have to pin the spider to the web, 
the one closest to the middle wins.

http://www.jojoebi.com
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Cut around dotted line
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Pumpkin Patch Stomp

What You Need:

★ Orange balloons
★ Balloon pump, unless you have iron lungs!
★ The next page printed out and the trick or treat labels cut out
★ Spooky music (optional)
★ Trick and Treat prizes

How To Play

Place either a trick or treat label in a balloon and blow it up, tie the end as normal.
Put out all the balloons, play the music and let the party animals stomp away to bust the balloons
When they have burst the balloon they should pick up the ticket from inside
When all the balloon have been burst they can cash in their tickets

We like to have just nice things in the treat bag but the trick bag is a mixture so the party goers don’t 
know if he or she will get something nice or something revolting!

For older kids/adults you can tie a balloon to each players leg, they are not allowed to pop their own 
balloon

http://www.jojoebi.com
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TRICK TRICK TRICK TRICK

TRICK TRICK TRICK TRICK

TREAT TREAT TREAT TREAT

TREAT TREAT TREAT TREAT

Icons from http://deleket.deviantart.com/
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Halloween Dance Off

What You Need:

★ Music
★ The following page printed and cut into cards

How To Play

Put all the cards in a bowl or hat and the first two players take the ‘stage’
Each player takes a card and must dance to match what is written on the card, player one goes first 
then player two has a go. The rest of the party crew cheer to determine the winner.
The winner stays on the dance floor and the loser is replaced with another party goer who picks a new 
card.
Alternatively (if you have reluctant dancers) the winner gets to leave, which encourages everyone to 
dance harder!

http://www.jojoebi.com
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11Dance like a

witch

Dance like a
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Dance like a

ghost

Dance like a

wizard

Dance like a

poltergeist

Dance like a

skeleton

Dance like a

Black cat

Dance like a

mummy

Dance like a

ghoul
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Dance like a

Disney 

princess

Dance like a

Witch doctor

Dance like a

troll

Dance like a

Mad scientist
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Eyeball and Spoon Race

What You Need:

★ Eyeballs - we use ball-pit balls and sharpies to make them into eyes, ping-pong balls would work too, 
whatever you can get your hands on

★ Spoons - depending on the the size of the ball and the size of the spoon, will depend on how difficult 
this is. A ladle is great for little ones, a teaspoon good for adults!

How To Play

Set out the start and goal lines
Every player must place their eye on their spoon and race to the goal, if they drop their eye they must 
return to the start.

★ Make this more difficult by setting up an assault course, going under tables, round chairs etc.
★ If you have a lot of party goers you can make this into a relay race

http://www.jojoebi.com
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Unlucky 13 Candy relay Race

What You Need:

★ Small bowls for each player
★ Plastic spoon for each player
★ 13 pieces of candy for each team (M&Ms or similar)

How To Play

Split the party goers into teams
Each team makes a line
The first person in the team has a bowl with 13 pieces of candy in it, when the whistle goes they must 
put the spoon in their mouth (handle in in mouth) then move the candy from their bowl into their 
team-mates bowl using the spoon and NOT using their hands.
Once all pieces are in the next team mates bowl, then player 2 moves the candy to player 3 etc.

If you are short on time you can play so the candy can be moved straight away, each player doesn’t 
have to wait for all 13 pieces of candy to be in their bowl before starting - be warned, this can lead to 
cheating!

 

http://www.jojoebi.com
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How many?

What You Need:

★ A jar, bowl or container or some kind
★ Treats or candies (think plastic spiders, toy eyeballs, rubber snakes - if you want to keep candy to a 

minimum)
★ Pens and paper

How To Play

Before the party starts fill the container with your chosen treat.
As guests arrive they take a pen and piece of paper and write down their name and how many treats 
they think are in the container.
At the stroke of midnight (or whenever you choose) the contents of the jar gets tipped out and as a 
group you count how many treats were in there. The winner is the person who was the closest to the 
final count. Usually, the winner wins the jar of treats, but that is totally up to you!

 

http://www.jojoebi.com
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The Zombies & The Skull Keeper

What You Need:

★ A whole load of zombies (party goers)
★ A Skull (or you could use a pumpkin or any other decoration, change the name accordingly)
★ Stool/chair
★ A Skull Keeper (one party goer)

How To Play

At one one of the playing area or room, the skull is placed on a stool or chair and the skull keeper 
stands in front of it, with his/her back to the skull and the zombies.
The zombies start at the other end of the playing area or room.
Once the Skull Keeper turns his or her back, the zombies try to move forward to grab the skull - watch 
out, if the Skull Keeper turns around and catches you moving, you must leave the game*
The winner is the first zombie to grab the skull without being seen moving by the Skull Keeper

*alternatively, if seen moving you go back to the start
 

http://www.jojoebi.com
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Find The Eyeball

What You Need:

★ Ping-pong balls made into eyeballs - sharpie work well or eyeball balls
★ A large bowl
★ Any food you have good supply of that feels revolting, cooked spaghetti, jelly etc. Doesn’t matter what 

it looks like!
★ Cardboard box to fit over the bowl

How To Play

Cut a hole in the top of the box, just big enough to get a hand in
Fill the bowl with your revolting food
Add the eyeballs and give a good stir
The player has to put his or her hand in the hole and find an eyeball to get a prize. Sounds simple but 
gets lots of squeals of disgust!

If you have time make up a few bowls with different things, a small teddy bear will freak the player out 
if they are not expecting an animal to be inside! Switch the contents of the box each time you get a 
new player.
And have a towel handy for the messy ingredients
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Halloween Scavenger Hunt

What You Need:

★ Printed copies of the next page, for each player/team
★ Pencils
★ Decorations of pictures of the items on the list

How To Play

Each team or player gets a scavenger list, they have to hunt around the house to find everything - you 
could get tricky and make sure that there is one thing missing and to win the player needs to tell you 
the one that is missing.

 

http://www.jojoebi.com
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Black Cat Broomstick Bat cauldron

Gravestone Spiderweb Witches Hat Jack O’lantern

Skeleton Monster Ghost Spider

Put a X through each picture as you find it

http://www.jojoebi.com
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Apple Bobbing (Can’t beat it!)

What You Need:

★ A large cauldron (or bucket/bowl)
★ Water to fill the cauldron
★ Apples - at least one per person
★ Towels - to mop up wet faces

How To Play

Take it in turns, first player puts their hands behind their back and tried to take an apple out of the 
cauldron using only their teeth.

Little ones don’t need to put their hands behind their back as it makes it more difficult.

http://www.jojoebi.com
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Your Party Is Almost Ready...
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But What About FOOD?

Don’t worry, I have you covered!
As you know I am a kaizen ninja and a big fan of quick, easy, yet impressive projects. My Fast and Fun 
Ghoulish Halloween Treats are no exception. If you are looking to impress/revolt (depends which way you 
look at it!) your guests then this is what you need. 

★ Save hours of time trying to find suitable recipes using ingredients you can easily source
★ Offer a fabulously ghoulish selection of savory & sweet dishes that look amazing but are quick to 

whip up - leaving you more time to perfect your costume!
★ Easily adaptable for those with dietary requirements, most of the recipes err on the side of 

healthy and don’t require a gallon of food colouring!

Because I love you, you can use this SPECIAL LINK to get 15% off for the next 48 hours

http://www.jojoebi.com
https://jojoebi.com/fast-fun-ghoulish-halloween-treats-special/
https://jojoebi.com/fast-fun-ghoulish-halloween-treats-special/
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Meet The Author...

Jo is a Brit living and working in Japan with her 10 year old 
son and long suffering husband (who is not a fan of 
Halloween, poor chap!). When Jo first arrived in Japan in 
‘98, Halloween wasn’t really known outside of the ESL 
classroom walls but in recent years it has started to take off.

Finding anything Halloween related which wouldn’t break 
the bank was next to impossible so Jo spent time making 
her Halloween treats from scratch at home or adapting what 
she could find in the local supermarket.

Jo now runs her own successful business, helping busy 
mamas get organized at home, at work and with their kids, 
using a killer combo of kaizen and Montessori. Find her at 
www.jojoebi.com

She is the best selling author of Montessori Inspired 
Activities For Pre-Schoolers and co-runs Montessori Crash 
Course, an online course for parents starting their 
Montessori journey.

Join Jo and her community of mamas over in the free 
Facebook group Moms That Rock
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